Minor & Concentration Declaration Form
For Arts/Sci Undergraduate Students

Student Name: ____________________________________________________ Clark ID #_____________________________________
Date: __________________________________

Student Signature: ___________________________________

Default Catalog Year will be students admit year unless noted here: ________________________

Undergraduate students must declare a (their first) major by the 2nd semester of their sophomore year. Minors & Concentrations are optional. Use the Adviser Change Form for updates to Advisors only.

☐ I wish to Declare a Minor (select from list below)
☐ I wish to Declare a Concentration (select from list below)
☐ I wish to Drop this Minor/Concentration (Dept Signature not required): _______________________________________________

MINOR OPTIONS AVAILABLE
☐ Actuarial & Financial Math - DAFM
☐ Ancient Civilization - DANC
☐ Art History - DARH
☐ Asian Studies - DASI
☐ Biochemistry and Molecular Bio - DBCM
☐ Biology - DBIO
☐ Chemistry - DCHE
☐ Community Youth & Educ Studies - DCYE
☐ Comparative Literature - DCML
☐ Computer Science - DCSC
☐ Creative Writing - DCRW
☐ Dance - DDNC
☐ Data Science - DDSC
☐ Economics - DECO
☐ Education - DEDU
☐ English - DENG
☐ Entrepreneurship & Innovation - DENT
☐ Environmental Science - DES
☐ French and Francophone Studies - DFFS
☐ Geography - D GEO
☐ Global Environmental Studies - DGES
☐ History - DHIS
☐ Intl Devl an Social Change - DIDS
☐ Management - DMGT
☐ Marketing - DMKT
☐ Mathematics - DMTH
☐ Music - DMUS
☐ Philosophy - DPHI
☐ Physics - DPHY
☐ Political Science - DPSC
☐ Screen Studies - DSCR
☐ Sociology - DSOC
☐ Spanish - DSPA
☐ Studio Art - DART
☐ Theater Arts - DTHE
☐ Womens and Gender Studies – DWGS

CONCENTRATION OPTIONS AVAILABLE
☐ Africana Studies - DAFR
☐ Business Data Analytics - DBDA
☐ Comparative Race & Ethnic Stds - DCRE
☐ Computational Science - DCOS
☐ Ethics and Public Policy - DEPP
☐ German Studies - DGRS
☐ Health Science & Society - DHSS
☐ Holocaust and Genocide Studies - DHGS
☐ Jewish Studies - DJWS
☐ Latin American Latinx Studies - DLAL
☐ Law and Society - DLAS
☐ Mathematical Bio & Binformatic - DMBB
☐ Peace & Conflict Studies - DPEC
☐ Urban Studies - DUS

REQUIRED: ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT APPROVAL:
Minor/Concentration ADVISOR NAME:______________________________________________ Dept. Approval Signature ________________________________